Keep Florence Beautiful, and ____________________(adopting group name) recognize the need and desirability of litter-free and visually improved streets. The Adopt-A-Street program has been established for community and civic organizations, private businesses, and industries to contribute toward the effort of maintaining cleaner and more beautiful streets.

The named entity and the individual participants of the named entity are aware of the potentially hazardous nature of work which is to be performed and have agreed to follow program's safety guidelines and instructions. The named entity agrees to hold harmless The City of Florence, Keep Florence Beautiful, or their sponsors for any injuries they may suffer or damages they may cause or suffer as a result of participation in the Adopt-A-Street program. The named entity further agrees that before any individual is allowed to participate in this program, the individual will be required to sign in the space provided on this agreement.

Keep Florence Beautiful recognizes the above named entity as the adopting organization for __________________________ (street name) from __________________________ to __________________________ in the City of Florence.

The above entity's volunteers accept responsibility for picking up litter along its section of street three (3) times a year for a period of two (2) years beginning __________ (date) and ending __________ (date).

The above mentioned entity understands that Keep Florence Beautiful and the City of Florence may terminate this agreement and/or remove the Adopt-A-Street signs bearing the program participant's name or acronym if it finds and determines the group is not meeting the terms and conditions of this agreement and of the total program.

The above mentioned entity understands because of the limited spacing on the Adopt-A-Street signs, group names may have to be abbreviated and has written its name in the boxes below as it is to appear on the signs: Please allow one space after each name. Commas, colons, hyphens, etc. are counted as letters.